SESSION TITLES

PRE-CONFERENCE COURSES

28 Qualitative Research Methods to Enhance Clinical Trials: Why, When, and How; FACULTY: Besterman-Dahan, Cogan, Crocker, Powell-Cope

33 The Multiple Errands Test: Developing, Administering and Scoring Site-Specific Versions; FACULTY: Dawson, Nalder, Clark

66 Single-case Design Studies: Development, Clinical Use, Reporting And Evaluation for the Rehabilitation Evidence Base; FACULTY: Dijkers, Tate, Seel, Graham

74 The Importance and Reality of Integrating Outcome Assessment in Clinical Practice; FACULTY: Roberts, Riggs, Mallinson, Backus, Morrison

143 The NIH Toolbox: State of the Art Outcome Measures for Rehabilitation Practice and Research; FACULTY: Nowinski, Gershon, Magasi, Heinemann

250 Creating an Individualized and Meaningful Intervention Using Treadmill Training for Children: It can Happen Anywhere!; FACULTY: Massery, OShea, Karman

333 Mobile Health Technologies and Chronic Disease Management: Applications in Rehabilitation; FACULTY: Phillips, Kitsiou, Martino, Gerber, Faiola, Lehmann

CORE CONFERENCE SYMPOSIA TITLES

59 Recommendations for Outcome Measure Use in Oncology Rehabilitation – The Evaluation Database to Guide Effectiveness (EDGE); FACULTY: Harrington, Fisher, Gilchrist

72 Accelerometry-based physical activity monitoring among mobility-limited older adults; FACULTY: Buford, Wanigatunga

75 Association with Rehabilitation Outcomes: Total Therapy Time and Time by Therapy Discipline; FACULTY: Roberts, DiVita, Riggs

80 Update in Cancer Prehabilitation and Rehabilitation: New Research, Guidelines and Practice Recommendations; FACULTY: Raj, Silver

100 A Clinical Practice Guideline: Core Set of Outcome Measures for Neurologic Rehabilitation; FACULTY: Sullivan, Potter, Moore

142 What do SCI-QOL scores mean? Applying the “Bookmarking” Standard-Setting Methodology in a Rehabilitation Context; FACULTY: Kisala, Cella, Victorson, Tulsky, Heinemann

145 The Impact of Concussion on Vision, Balance, and Vestibular Function; FACULTY: Davis, Weise, Christy

147 Opportunities for Health Services Research within ACRM; FACULTY: Graham, Mallinson, Middleton, Fisher

155 A Comprehensive Review of Adult and Child Powered Mobility Driving Assessments and Training Interventions; FACULTY: Kamaraj, Nilsson, Dicianno, Minkoff, Cooper

156 Choosing Outcome Measures to Evaluate Functional Movement After Stroke: Are Resources Being Utilized Effectively?; FACULTY: Lin, Langan, Fasoli, Bosch, Rowe

159 Fairness in Testing – Applying the principles of universal design and accessibility to the development and administration of rehabilitation measures; FACULTY: Magasi, Harniss, Kramer, Jones

161 Novel and advanced research methods in rehabilitation research; FACULTY: Adamson, Besterman-dahan, Dismuke

164 Quality Measure Developments in Medical Rehabilitation; FACULTY: Deutsch, Heinemann, Loft, Smith

177 Independent Transfers: Why Technique is Important, How to Teach It, and Does Training Change It?; FACULTY: Worobey, Hogaboom, Koontz, Rice


243 Individualized Quantitative Behavioral Assessment in Patients with Disorders of Consciousness: Utility in Language Assessment and Operational Considerations; FACULTY: Bodien, Whyte, Katz, Kaminski

247 Dementia, Aging, and Disabilities: Early Detection and Clinical Practice Challenges; FACULTY: Heyn, Janicki, Bishop

249 Diet and exercise post-stroke: too much or too little?; FACULTY: McDougall, Vuagnat, Tang, Phadke

264 Development and Implementation of Rehabilitation Outcomes Database in Developing Countries – Lesson learned from the Southern China; FACULTY: chen, Yang, Chan, Wong

280 Rehabilitation Modeling: Using the Rasch Analysis for evidenced-based care; FACULTY: Horn, Lewis, Malec

296 Assessment of locomotor functions over a follow-up time of 7-10 years in a group of robust elderly; FACULTY: Runge, Schubert

556 The Placebo and Nocebo Effects in Brain Injury; FACULTY: Iaccarino

778 Cloud-based Client Management System: A Novel Approach Enabling Communication Across the Rehabilitation Team and Funders That Drives the Rehabilitation Process.; FACULTY: Young

Research Dissemination: How to Enhance Your Digital Presence and Impact; FACULTY: Bahraini
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